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I. INTRODUCTION 
We begin by recalling the major facts about the Gaussian integration 
formula. Let X(X) be a nondecreasing function defined on [a, b] which 
possesses an infinity of points of increase and for which the moments 
J$P da(x), n =- 0, 1,. . . , exist. Let P%(X) = K, X% + . . . , k, > 0, 
12 = 0, 1,. . ., be the sequence of polynomials which are orthogonal on 
[u, b] with respect to da(x): 
h 
P,(x)fi,(x) da(x) = a,,, (m, n = 0, 1,. . . ). (1) 
a 
Let a< xi< x2< . . . < x,< b designate the n zeros of p,(x). These 
are the abscissas and the quantities, 
rli= - kn+l CknPn'(xi)p,~~,(xi)l-l, i = 1,2,. ..> n, (2) 
are the weights (Christoffel numbers) in the quadrature formula 
of Gauss type. The weights are positive; formula (3) is exact when f(x) 
is a polynomial of degree < 2% - 1 and if - 00 < a < b < 00, we have 
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whenever the Riemann-Stieltjes integral on the right exists. (In the 
above and subsequent formulas, we suppress the dependence of xi and pi 
on n.) 
Side by side with these formulas, associated with names of Gauss 
and Jacobi, we have various modifications wherein a fixed number of 
abscissas have been preassigned and the remaining abscissas and all 
the weights selected so that the resulting formula (1) is exact for pol- 
ynomials of maximal degree. These are associated with the names of 
Lobatto, Radau, and Bouzitat. It is convenient to designate generically 
all these formulas, whatever the restrictions, as being of “Gauss type.” 
Despite the very beautiful theory associated with these quadrature 
formulas, their use in numerical analysis was, up to the advent of high 
speed computing machinery, sporadic. This was due to the fact that the 
numbers xi and ili are generally irrational. Since automatic machines 
are indifferent to “rationals” or “irrationals,” the Gaussian rules have 
now become quite popular and their advantage over other rules is, for 
certain classes of integrands, quite striking. (See [l], r41 and USI for 
some theoretical examinations of error estimates.) 
Table I gives the abscissas and weights for quadrature rules of Gauss 
type currently available. \I’e write W(X) dx instead of da(~) and reference 
principally those computed by electronic calculators. 
TABLE I 
TABLES OF ABSCISSAS AND WEIGHTS OF GAUSS TYPE 
Name 
Gauss 
Gauss 
Jacobi 
Lobatto 
Radau 
Logarithmic 
Laguerre 
Hermite 
Range 
Weight 
function 
Abscissas 
pre- 
assigned 
Range in 
II 
hccu- Ref- 
racy erence 
[- 1, 11 
[- 1, 11 
10, 11 
[- 1, 11 
l- 1, 13 
[% 11 
LO, WI 
i- =J, ,=I 
1 
1 
$,L 
1 
1 
log x 
.Ym e-n 
(+--“’ 
None 
None 
Sone 
- 1, 1 
-1 
None 
None 
None 
Selected to 96 
2(1)64 
m = O(l)5 
n = l(l)8 
Selected to 63 
2(1)5 
2, 3, 4, 5 
m = O(l)5 
n selected to 32 
l(l)20 
2OD 
20D 
12D 
19D 
6D 
6D 
17s 
13s 
[2,3! 
r71 
I'51 
Pll 
PI 
PI 
PO1 
P21 
The difficulty of working theoretically with these constants is consid- 
erable, and their current availability to many figures and for large n 
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has meant that if one is interested in studying them $er se, the method 
of inspection can now be used. 
The object of the present paper is to present a number of asymptotic 
results and conjectures for these constants which display very pretty 
distribution properties. They were obtained by inspection and some 
have been proved. 
II. THE CIRCLE THEOREM 
For a large class of weight functions U(X), the weights of Gauss type 
rules, Ah p ro erl normalized and plotted against the abscissas xk lie p y 
asymptotically on a circle. More precisely, we have the following: 
THEOREM. Let w(x) = (1 - x)~ (1 + x)~, tl > - 1, /? > - 1 and 
let xk and & designate the (Jacobi) abscissas and weights. Then 
as n + 00 where the index k = k(n) has been selected in such a way that 
the points xk remain in a fixed interval lying in the i&e&or of [a, b]. 1~ 
particular, when u = ,8 = 0 (Gauss’ case), the normalized weights n&/n 
plotted against the abscissas X~ (the zeros of the Legendre polynomials) lie 
asymptotically on the u&t circle. 
In the statement of this theorem we have used ak N bk to symbolize 
lim a,/b, = 1. 
a+ m 
PROOF: It is known [14, p. 3441 that if xk = cos 19~ and if 13~ belongs 
to a fixed interval in the interior of [O,n] then (as n ---f W) we have 
-___ -__.- 
as 92-m. The relations sin (~/a) = 1/4(1 - x), cos (O/Z) = V+(I + x) 
yield (5) immediately. 
We turn now to the case where two abscissas are fixed at the end 
points x = f 1 and the weighting function is W(X) = (1 - x)” (1 + x)~, 
a > - 1, ,8 > - 1 (the generalized Lobatto or Bouzitat case). An 
asymptotic result similar to (6) holds and hence, a circle theorem. This 
result has not appeared in the literature and we shall give a proof which 
will simultaneously illuminate the derivation of (6) which in [la] is only 
sketched. 
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For a rule of order n with two abscissas at x = i 1, n - 2 abscissas xi 
remain. These are given by the n - 2 zeros of the polynomial 
The polynomial Ptetas8) (x) designates the set of polynomials which are 
orthogonal on [I- 1, l] with respect to the density (1 - x)~ (1 -/- x)~ dx 
and which have been normalized so that P,@lB)(l) = The 
weights Rj are given by 
Ii = 
2a+8+1m + am + PI 
(n - l)r(n)r(lz + a + p + 1) 
{&%f\ (xi))-2 
(7) 
[9], p. 395. The asymptotics of li are studied via (7) by combining the 
asymptotics of the distribution of the xi’s with those of the Jacobi 
polynomials PF$ (x). The circle theorem for this case is as follows: 
THEOREM 2. Let xk and II, desigrtate the gerceralized Lobatto abscissas 
and weights defined by (7). Then the asymfitotic relations (6) and (5) hold 
for these quantities tinder the same mode of afi$roach to co as in Theorem 1. 
PROOF : The derivative 
g pp’, (x) = f (n + a + /!?)P:-y+l) (x). 
Hence the n - 2 abscissas are the zeros of the Jacobi polynomial 
PjLa_y) (x). w e now collect several asymptotic results that we 
shall need. In the first place, 
P$“j (cos 8) = n-@ k(0) (cos (NO + y) + (n sin 0)-l O(l)} (8) 
(n -+ cm), end1 < 8 < x - cn-l 
where c is a fixed positive number and 
k(8) = x-l/2 sin F 
( . e)--~“(cos~+~‘~ (g) 
N = 7~ + (a + P + 1112 
y = - (a + iH42. 
This result which comes to us via Laplace, Heine, Darboux, and Szegij 
can be found in [14], p. 192. Secondly, suppose that xk = cos Ok are 
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the zeros of the Jacobi polynomial PF”’ (N). Then, for the zeros which 
are confined to a fixed interval ‘(1, h’ lving in the interior of -0, n’ we have 
0; I= N-1 ! (!’ ~- $7 7’ -r /<7T ~,- P,, (IO) 
where N and y are as in (Cl), li is a fixed integer which depends onl! 
on CC, ,0, a, and h, and P,, ---• 0 as II ~+ 00 114, p. 2331. Xow, 
Employing (10) with n - 2, CI + 1, B + 1 in place of PZ, u, /l we learn 
that the zeros xi = cos Bi of PjF?$’ ‘-” are given by 
ej = <j’ _S_Kb + in + ina + en 
n - Q + Q(u + P) ’ 
EIL ---t 0. 
It follows that cos (No, + y) with IZ - 1, X, fi for n, r., /I’ is given by 
and therefore 
cos (N& + y) = cos [(j + K)n + ,p,j (13) 
cos2 (NBj -t y) N 1, (n - co). (14) 
I.Jsing the expression (7) for iii and the estimates (8), (9), (ll), and (14), 
we obtain (6) immediately. (5) follows from (6) as before. 
In the Radau case, with meager numerical evidence at hand, the 
circle theorem seems to be true. Vl’e have no demonstration. 
For the Laguerre case, with W(X) = e-n xa, a > - 1, the circle theorem 
must be modified as follows 
where the index k = k(~z) is selected so that X, remains in a fixed interval 
as n -+ co. The limiting curve is therefore a parabola, y = VZ Equa- 
tion (15) is a restatement of an asymptotic result given in Szegii [14], 
page 345. 
IIT. THE TRAPEZOID THEOREM 
The weights, properly normalized, are asymptotically equal to the 
difference of adjacent abscissas. But a relationship which is more precise 
by an order of magnitude is given by the following: 
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THEOREM: Let xk and I+ designate either (a) the Jacobi, (b) the gen- 
eralized Lobatto, oq (c) the generalized Laguerre abscissa and weights. Let 
W(X) designate the weighting fmction appropriate to each case. Then 
(17) 
where the index k = k(n) has been selected in such a way that the points xk 
remain in. the in.terior of the basic interval. In particular, for the Gauss 
case, we have 
Ak’-i(Xk-1 - xk+l) (12 ---f 4, 08) 
$(A, + Ak+l) -Xk - xk+l (?a + m). (19) 
PROOF. Cases (a) and (b). In view of (6) we have, with xk = cos 19~, 
Hence also 
=~Sing(ek$.Ok+l)coS~(ek-ek+~). 
NOW, 
xk-%+l= -2sing%+ek+l)sinB(&-ek+l) (23) 
~k-11-k+1=-2sin~(ek-1+8k+l)sin~(ek-l-ek+1) 
and, in view of (10) [or (12) in the Lobatto case], 
wk-ek+lb--&, 
2-c 
t(ok-l-ok+l)N-Ka (24) 
wk-l+ ok+11 ‘-ok; sin *(ok - ek+l) - - e, (25) 
COS $(ek - ek+l) - 1. 
The theorem now follows by combining this information. 
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For case (c) we make use of the asymptotic results 
[14, p. 3451 and 
xk l/2 - L(k;r + O(1)) 
-- ;-If,, 
(26) 
(27) 
[14, p. 233:. 
For the Hermite case, this theorem is undoubtedly true, but we do 
not have a proof. 
In the Radau case, the numerical evidence is somewhat meager but 
the theorem seems to be true. 
IV. HEURISTIC INTERPRETATION AND SOME QUESTIONS 
Suppose that a family of rules 
LI 
I’ 
o(x)f(x) dx M j &f(%J 
-I k=l 
possesses a circle theorem. Then, for n sufficiently large, we can write 
k=l k-l 
Under the transformation x = cos 8, .?l +I 
w(cos O)f(cos @sin 0 d0 = CO(X)/(~) dx FW 
s 0 -1 k=l 
m t 2 ~(~0s &)sin 0, f (03s 8,). 
k=l 
In other words, such a rule is, asymptotically, an average over the ok 
of the values of the function w (cos 19) sin Of (cos 0). When the Bi are 
asymptotically equidistributed [as in (lo)], then the rule approaches a 
simple average in the 8 variable. 
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Suppose that data is given at irregularly spaced points xi, x2,. . . , x, 
and we would like Sz u(x) dx. We might obtain it by a trapezoidal rule .‘a s 44 dx =+&I + 4(x2 - x1) + t(uz + s) (x3 - xp) + ....fl 
-t- tb4-I$ %J (%I - X+%-l). 
The “weight” assigned to an interior point, say x2, is 
H% - 4 + S(% - 4 = ?Hx, - 4. 
The limit (16) shows that asymptotically, Gaussian quadratures follow 
this policy. 
We have been led to the following questions. What weight functions 
c~(x) give rise to quadrature rules of Gauss type which possess a circle 
theorem ? A trapezoid theorem ! And what can be said of rules (however 
generated) which possess these properties? In view of certain equi- 
distribution theorems of the type established by Erdijs and Turan 
[la, p. 1.111, might we not expect that certain classes of weighting func- 
tions more inclusive than the Jacobi weighting function will give rise 
to a circle theorem and a trapezoid theorem ? Are there, perhaps, 
limiting curves other than circles that arise from different weighting 
functions ? 
V. DIFFERENCES AND A CONJECTURE OF SZEG~ 
The availability of values of the zeros of P,(X) p, 3, 71 and of 
P,‘(x) [ll] for large 12 has also enabled us to investigate a certain conjec- 
ture of G. Szegij and to extend it. This conjecture is that the angles 6k 
associated with the zeros of P,(x) form a sequence whose differences are 
all monotonic or equivalently all mth order differences have the same sign. 
This conjecture was tested out on the WEIZAC at the Weizmann 
Institute for n = 64 and on the IBM 704 at the National Bureau of 
Standards for n = 63 and using 20 decimal place arithmetic was shown 
to be true. 
The success of this test spurred us on to test the zeros of P,‘(x) which 
are the abscissas in Lobatto quadrature. When the angles for n = 64 
were differenced, all differences were monotonic and of the same sign. 
A third sequence was investigated, the sequence of angles associated 
with the zero of P,(x) closest to 1. Since there was no double precision 
arccos routine available, the angles were computed by means of an 
available double precision arctan routine : 
For xk Close to 1, round off in xk is magnified in ok. This sequence, ok, 
was differenced for ?a = 1,. . , 64 and gave inconclusive answers. The 
first 15 differences were of the same sign. Starting with the sixteenth 
difference, discrepancies in sign appeared. This need not invalidate the 
conjecture that this sequence has all differences monotonic since round- 
off, both in the computation of the angles and in the calculation of the 
differences, may have caused the discrepancies in sign. Hence, more 
accurate computation should be undertaken either to invalidate the 
conjecture or to strengthen it. 
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